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BURNS PRESENTS
CLOSED MEETING OF
ASH SHAW

Development of Services Involves Four Problems Of Future

Goodhart, November 17. At the regular meeting held in the Library, the Undergraduate Association presented Miss Yelana Khvostova, a senior at Barnard, and Miss Olga Cherkasskaya, a senior at Wellesley College, to discuss the status of the student in Soviet Russia; the status of the student in the Soviet Union will be discussed at the next meeting. Miss Khvostova is a student at the University of Warsaw, and Miss Cherkasskaya is a student at the University of Leningrad.

Mrs. Vera Miehle Dean, re- searcher director of the Foreign Policy Association, is to be the speaker at a special Thanksgiving Day dinner, to be held in the Threshold of World Order, 7:30.

Yugoslav, Pole Speak
On Students in Assembly At Special Assembly

Mrs. Dean Will Speak
At College Assembly On Thanksgiving Day
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Compulsory Military Service

The announcement by the President that he will press for congressional adoption of compulsory military service comes as an encouraging sign to those who feared the consequences of a drastic reduction of the American army. While compulsory training is regrettable, it is essential if we are to prevent the replacement of an army, if we are to take an effective part in a world organization.

It is earnestly hoped that the plans outlined in the Dumbarton Oaks conferences will usher in a permanent peace. The machinery of this organization, however, will be impotent to prevent a third world war unless it is backed by adequate military forces. Moreover, a large peace army will be necessary for the occupation of Germany and Japan.

No less important than its contribution to world peace, will be the consequences of military training on the youth of the country. The President's Draft outline is a specific plan but it is assumed that there will be a great emphasis on physical training. Just such a program would be a tremendous step forward in the improvement of the general health and discipline of American youth.
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**Incidentally...**

- **B. M. to be Recognized in College Anthology**
  By Contributions from Gould and Stallings
  by Rosina Bateson, '47

The poems of two Bryn Mawr undergraduates, whose work has already been chosen to represent the college in an anthology of student verse, are included in the collection of Bryn Mawr College at the Armotn Printing Company, Ardmore, Pa., and by Maw College.

More can be done, however, since the same limitations as noted above exist for facts which are not included in the college yearbook. The yearbook is the only source available for students who wish to determine the names of those graduates who are not recognized in the college yearbook. The yearbook is the only source available for students who wish to determine the names of those graduates who are not recognized in the college yearbook.
Niles, Hedge Chosen for Intercollegiate Second Hockey Team

Swarthmore, November 18. Competing with ten other colleges in the Intercollegiate Hockey Tryouts on Saturday, Bryn Mawr placed the majority of positions on the second Intercollegiate Team, as well as eleven colleges played against Penn, Stradsburg, and Temple. Fifteen minutes gave the twenty-five players a chance to work at their regular forward line. Bryn Mawr and the chosen eleven, while the majority of positions on the second team. Swarthmore blanked the Owls in a match played in the afternoon.

During the morning each of the eleven college teams ran their matches, the Owls trying out against Penn, Stradsburg, a n.e.d. team, and Temple. Fifteen minutes gave each player a chance to work at his regular forward line. Bryn Mawr and the chosen eleven, while the majority of positions on the second team.

The six Eastern Counties of the Pennsylvania League of Women Voters have announced an open meeting on the Christmas vacation. No experience necessary. $5 for a 4-hour tech. See hall bulletin boards for arrangements about time and place. Application must be made immediately through the Bureau of Education and Skills concerning education and skills now being required and in demand. $24 for a 40-hour course. Immediately through the Bureau of Education and Skills concerning education and skills now being required. Application must be made immediately through the Bureau of Education and Skills concerning education and skills now being required. $24 for a 40-hour course.

WHAT TO DO
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Ancient Cretean Art

Discussed by G. Karo

“A passion for movement stands out in all phases of Ancient Minoan art.” Dr. Karo, as he explained, in his slide-illustrated lecture, Crete and Ancient Cretean Art.

An eager urge to render nature as it saw it led Creteans to portray a dynamic and free art, he said. Egyptian and Oriental influence was apparent and predominant. Nothing of painstaking naturalism as we know it is found. The form and movement appear repeatedly in seeds, frescoes, vases, and statuary. Creteans, however, were also able of producing elaborate, painstaking, and stylized work known in some of their jewelry.

Dr. Karo compared Cretean art to two streams: one realistic, one static, flowing side by side. In some works they mingled; in others they remain independent.

The two streams have merged in unique works. The organization was invariably to straight walls and square corners in their rooms, but the outside appearance and internal details are varied and dynamic. The Karo said that in many aspects of the Minoan civilization the human nature explains the lack of "tomorrow" in Cretean art, said the approaching production of art occurred, the art ceased with it.

Women Voters Plan Discussion Program

Continued from page 3

they said. The plan of the organization to use some United States military forces against aggression if they believe it should have the power to solve future problems. The practices of transportation, and raw materials. A short time ago Mr. Stettinius, of the State Department, in a precedent breaking action called in representatives of ninety-six civic organizations. He set forth and explained the Dumbrton Oaks proposals, asking that these organizations form a "Go to war" movement and urge the United Nations to "Come to war" movement. It is hoped that many will be able to buy bonds and stamps during the Drive, and will register the purchases, or if too many are made, in Miss Collin's office, since a report is to be made on the purchases at the College and at the whole.

All of the College who wish to "Buy a Bond for Wyndham" and give it to the College for the redemption of the Wyndham debt is invited to see Mrs. Collin for details.

Yugoslav, Pole, Speak

On Students in War

Continued from page 1

- the German language and their habits, and to express messages and to print pamphlets. On entering the country the "Bouvain Library" of the League, Miss Strauss has stated that it is essential for American citizens not only to "give their support to peace in the abstract and to the general proposal for a United Nations" but also to "think about and express their opinions on specific next steps."

First Shop-Talk Tea

Planned by Alumæae

Continued from Page 3

The Club invites all undergraduates who can attend to do so, giving notice to the Maw Club, Hotel Barclay, 112 East Lancaster Ave. The second Shop-Talk Tea is scheduled for Tuesday, December 19.

A new shipment of A Fine Leather Goods has arrived

Make an early choice!

Richard Stockton BRYN MAWR